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Abstract: The storage cavern field at Epe has been brined out of a salt deposit belonging to the
lower Rhine salt flat, which extends under the surface of the North German lowlands and part of the
Netherlands. Cavern convergence and operational pressure changes cause surface displacements that
have been studied for this work with the help of SAR interferometry (InSAR) using distributed and
persistent scatterers. Vertical and East-West movements have been determined based on Sentinel-1
data from ascending and descending orbit. Simple geophysical modeling is used to support InSAR
processing and helps to interpret the observations. In particular, an approach is presented that
allows to relate the deposit pressures with the observed surface displacements. Seasonal movements
occurring over a fen situated over the western part of the storage site further complicate the analysis.
Findings are validated with ground truth from levelling and groundwater level measurements.
Keywords: satellite geodesy; radar interferometry; persistent scatterers; distributed scatterers;
orbit combination; Sentinel-1; cavern field; salt deposit; geophysical modeling
1. Introduction
The storage cavern field at Epe has been brined out of a salt deposit belonging to the lower Rhine
salt flat, which extends under the surface of the North German lowlands and part of the Netherlands.
Near Epe the deposit has a thickness between 200 and 400 m and the top of the salt layer (abbreviated
as top salt throughout the text) lies in an average depth of 1000 m. The currently 114 caverns are used
for brine production and for storage of natural gas, helium and crude oil by in total 8 companies,
which follow independent operating strategies. Cavern convergence, i.e., the long-term shrinking of the
caverns caused by deformation of the salt, and pressure changes due to the injection and withdrawal of
gas cause surface displacements. Mining-caused effects are monitored regularly with levelling, ground
water measurements, and other techniques. For our study the potential of SAR interferometry (InSAR)
for monitoring nonlinear movements over the storage site has been investigated.
InSAR is a technique that provides valuable information for various monitoring situations and
offers its own capacities that complement longer established techniques as levelling and GNSS.
Levelling gives high precision measurements of elevation at a moderate number of selected positions
with a temporal sampling that often counts in years and GNSS allows to obtain high precision
3D-positioning with dense temporal sampling but with stations usually many kilometers apart from
one another. InSAR, on the other hand, provides a high number of displacement measurements in
the line of sight (LOS) of the sensor, but the scattering properties of the earth’s surface determine the
quality of the signal. Nevertheless, usually hundreds of measurements per square kilometer can be
utilized. In addition, modern satellite systems allow for a high repeat rate, e.g., six days for Sentinel 1,
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thereby providing a high spatio-temporal sampling. With InSAR, phenomena can be studied that
cannot be observed with levelling or GNSS alone.
There are several cases where InSAR techniques were successfully used for monitoring of gas
reservoirs or storing sites (mostly in combination with geophysical modelling). A particular well
investigated example is the in Salah gas field in Algeria [1–7], where natural gas is extracted from
a 20-m-thick layer of sandstone via a set of horizontal wells. The natural gas contains excess CO2,
which is separated and reinjected at the flanks of the gas field. Geophysical modelling at In Salah
making use of the excellent spatio-temporal sampling of InSAR displacement measurements made
it possible to retrieve valuable information on the reservoir. It allowed to map reservoir volume
changes, to deduce flow properties (e.g., permeability), helped understanding the role of the fault and
fracture system in CO2 propagation, and was complementary for the calibration of reservoir models.
Similarly, InSAR has been used to calibrate a 3–D fluid-dynamic model and develop a 3–D transversally
isotropic geomechanical model for the “Lombardia” gas field in northern Italy [8]. The latter has
been successfully used to reproduce the vertical and horizontal cyclic displacements over the storage
site. This allows prediction of reservoir behavior under increased pressure (there is great economical
interest to increase the working gas volume as much as possible). Another case is the Roswinkel gas
field in the northeast of the Netherlands, a severely faulted anticlinal structure, constituting up to
30 reservoir compartments. [9] demonstrates that a carefully executed inversion combining modelling
with InSAR can help to identify possibly un-depleted compartments in the reservoir. The authors of [10]
have investigated the ability of efficient global optimization to reduce the parameter uncertainties
usually affecting geomechanical modeling for the Tengiz giant oil field, Kazakhstan. Efficient global
optimization is used to identify the parameter set that minimizes the difference in land displacements
obtained from InSAR and 3D geomechanical modeling. In [11] InSAR was used for establishing a risk
map for the Solotvyno salt mine area in Ukraine displaying risks of sinkholes and landslides related
with mining activities. A recent study [12] investigates the temporal evolution of displacement over the
gas storage sites at Lussagnet and Izaute in southwestern France with help of InSAR, data of the Soil
Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite and simple modeling. The finding is a linear superposition
of several signals: linear, pressure induced, ground temperature induced and soil moisture induced
(clay swelling).
For sites with porous storage media as In Salah [13], Berlin-Spandau [14], the “Lombardia” gas
field [8], Lussagnet and Izaute [12] or the secret one in the case study [15] the geomechanic response
can be described as elastic: displacement is almost proportional to reservoir pressure and displays the
same pronounced seasonal behavior. Under different geological circumstances another phenomenon
can be observed. [16] investigates cavern integrity at Bryan Mound, where crude petroleum is stored in
caverns situated in a salt dome. They observe that pressure peaks in the caverns correspond to peaks
of displacement occurring after a time lag of 24 days. The general appearance of the displacement is
that of a strongly smoothed and shifted version of the pressure curve. At Epe presumably the same
effect is visible. In Section 2.2.1, a temporal model for displacement with pressure changes (pressure
response) is derived that relates cavern pressure with observed displacement and is based on the
theory for visco-elastic behavior of a Kelvin-Voigt body (for the theory of Kelvin-Voigt bodies see,
for instance, [17]). It will be shown that this approach potentially can facilitate InSAR processing and
enhance monitoring of cavern storage sites situated in salt deposits.
Further aspects of monitoring with InSAR are density of sampling and determining 2D- or
3D-displacement. Density of sampling depends mainly on the backscattering properties of the earth’s
surface, acquisition parameters (e.g., sensor, mode, geometry, temporal sampling), and algorithms
used for processing. There are two main categories of scatterers that provide usable information for
InSAR displacement analysis: persistent scatterers (PS) and distributed scatterers (DS). The former are
predominately associated with man-made structures, as most PS are caused by trihedral structures
or poles. The latter are often characterized by Gaussian scattering and need to be composed of a
sufficiently large number of ground resolution cells that share the same scattering behavior in order to
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be exploited with help of statistical methods. A prominent algorithm capable of processing jointly
PS and DS is SqueeSARTM. SqueeSARTM was used for many of the works cited above [6,7,10–12,16].
The basic idea is pre-processing the DS and using the obtained signals as if they were PS signals
in any PS algorithm [6,18,19]. The present work likewise makes use of DS pre-processing [20] and
combines it with the software package StaMPS v3. 3b [21,22]. To this purpose, StaMPS was modified
in order to allow joint processing of filtered DS and PS and to support unwrapping (Section 2.2.3)
with a phase model composed of linear trend, pressure response and a seasonal component that is
caused by ground water level changes (Section 2.2.1). Furthermore, in order to avoid leakage of the
displacement signal to the spatially correlated noise term, the iterative estimation scheme of StaMPS
was refined (Section 2.2.3). With help of these modifications StaMPS processing could be improved
successfully for dealing with the challenging displacement field at Epe. Finally, the results presented
in this study confirm the validity of the approach to joint processing of PS and DS recently introduced
in [20]. The additional information provided by DS allowed to obtain a more complete picture of the
displacement field. In particular, it is interesting that it was possible to analyse the displacements over
a fen, where a groundwater driven seasonal signal superposed that of the cavern field.
Determining 2D- or 3D-displacements in vertical, east-west and in case, north-south direction from
InSAR line of sight-displacements is fundamental for interpretation and integration with other data.
As all SAR satellites fly approximately in north-south direction 3D-displacements from InSAR alone
can only be obtained near the poles (e.g., at the Henrietta Nesmith Glacier in northern Ellesmere Island,
Canada [23]). Hence other strategies have been developed (for a review on resolving three-dimensional
surface displacements from InSAR measurements see [24]). Often InSAR data from ascending and
descending orbits are combined with assumptions on the physical nature of the deformation. Ref. [25]
as well as [26] applied a surface parallel flow assumption to estimate the three-component velocity field
for glaciers in Greenland. The authors of [27] based their method on the assumption that landslides in
Central–Southern Italy move along the steepest slope. Another possibility is the combination with
GPS data. This approach was e.g., applied by [28] to investigate the 1999 Izmit (Turkey) earthquake.
In [29], PS-InSAR, GNSS and levelling were combined to estimate small surface displacements in the
Upper Rhine Graben. Strong displacements in flight direction can also be estimated from SAR data
with speckle tracking [30,31] or using interferograms of sub-apertures [32]. The authors of [33] based
their algorithm on the hypothesis that the horizontal displacement is proportional to the tilt using
InSAR data of only a single imaging geometry. On the other hand, it is point out in [34] that using two
or more imaging geometries provides more robust results and that the combination of ascending and
descending orbits is frequently possible. As flight directions deviate roughly 15◦ from north-south
any movements in this direction also project to line of sight of the SAR sensor. However, in case of
moderate north-south movements and small incidence angles this contribution is relatively small [35].
This is sometimes taken as rationale for determining vertical and east-west displacements using
only ascending and descending displacements. With the acquisition geometry of the ascending and
descending data of Sentinel-1 used for this work the contribution of the north-south movement to
LOS is approximately 15%. Finally, it has to be remarked that in case only LOS displacements from
one orbit are available the practice to project them to the vertical assuming wrongly the absence of
horizontal displacements does not merely result in false magnitudes but also distorts the spatial pattern
of displacement [36].
In this study, a basic method of orbit combination and another one supported by a simplistic
geophysical model were applied in order to obtain 2D-displacements. For the basic method the
north-south component was handled as if it were zero. The geophysical model predicts the LOS effect
of NS displacements. It assumes that caverns act as spherical pressure or volume sources embedded in
an elastic halfspace, often called “Mogi” sources in honor of [37], and that the spatial pattern of surface
movements results from the superposition of the corresponding displacements. This Multi-Mogi
model is used here to describe either the parameters of the linear component of the displacement
model or of the pressure response. A novelty of the orbit combination implemented for this study is
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that the different components of the phase model are combined separately. This allows for a better
understanding of the phenomena that contribute to the displacement field.
In Section 2 data and methods are described. Methods of modelling for the support of unwrapping
are explained in Section 2.2.1: modelling of the pressure response and of seasonal movements
with ground water fluctuations. Section 2.2.2. introduces modelling of the spatial pattern of the
linear component of displacement and of the pressure response with help of a Multi-Mogi model.
InSAR methods are presented in Section 2.2.3: DS pre-processing and joint processing of DS and PS
with a modified StaMPS; support of unwrapping with help of the phase model. Orbit combination
is presented in Section 2.2.4. Section 3 presents the results. They are validated versus levelling and
ground water measurements. Finally, Sections 4 and 5 give a synopsis and conclusions.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data
The SAR data used for this work are from Sentinel-1 in interferometric wide swath mode.
Acquisitions from two orbits in ascending and descending flight direction were used. Those from
ascending orbit were taken between 3 February 2015 and 7 March 2018 (86 acquisitions, incidence angle
35.21◦), those from descending orbit between 5 February 2015 and 21 March 2018 (118 acquisitions,
incidence angle 34.36◦). 5 interferograms from ascending orbit and 3 from descending orbit were
discarded because of strong noise.
At Epe 114 caverns have been created by brining out and are used for storage of natural gas,
helium, brine and petrol (cp. Figure 1). For each cavern, among other information, northing, easting,
volume, salt top, salt bottom, stored medium and operator were provided by the project partner
Salzgewinnungsgesellschaft Westfalen (SGW). From the internet site of the Aggregated Gas Storage
Inventory (AGSI) [38] historic data with filling levels of gas caverns at Epe are available. In addition,
SGW provided levelling data and ground water measurements (GWM). Levelling data were acquired
during three measurement campaigns in the years 2015–2017 and comprise 548 points. The positions
of measurements are shown in Figure 1. Their colors correspond to linear displacement rates estimated
from these measurements. GWM have been taken at 97 locations. Twenty four of them with daily
logging are likewise displayed in Figure 1.
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2.2. Methodology
Modelling was used for two purposes. First, modelling was used to enhance unwrapping.
Significant gradients of the displacement posed a challenge to the unwrapping algorithm of StaMPS
and lead to unsatisfactory results. To improve on this, unwrapping was supported by use of a 3D
phase model (Section 2.2.1). Second, modelling the spatial displacement pattern helped to obtain
more accurate results from orbit combination. To this end, a model comprising multiple Mogi sources
in elastic half-space was established in order to describe the spatial pattern of surface movements.
With its help, LOS observations of linear convergence and of pressure response from both orbits
could be combined resulting in a more accurate estimation of vertical displacement than with a
pointwise calculation of vertical and east-west component of displacement. The model is introduced
in Section 2.2.2 and its use for orbit combination is explained in Section 2.2.4.
2.2.1. Modelling for Support of Unwrapping
Because of significant temporal gradients of the observed displacement, unwrapping was
supported by use of a 3D phase model. The basis for the model is the observation that displacement
above the deposit has three main components: 1. linear subsidence caused by convergence of the
caverns; 2. pronounced nonlinear movement in response to pressure changes due to the injection
and withdrawal of gas; 3. seasonal displacement in peat areas due to water level changes. For each
pixel the coefficients of a linear combination of the three components are estimated from the data.
For the pressure response and the seasonal movement temporal models were gained from preliminary
InSAR results and in case of the pressure response also geophysical considerations. The proceeding is
described below. Details on the algorithmic use are given in Section 2.2.3.
In order to define the temporal model for phase variations with pressure changes (pressure
response) two steps were performed. For the first step points supposedly displaying a pressure
induced phase constituent were selected manually from a preliminary StaMPS result. For both orbits
the spatial average (median) over the selected points was calculated, a linear trend was fitted to the
median series and subtracted. The detrended median series of the two orbits were arranged to one
time series (depicted in Figure 2a) without further scaling. Note that the incidence angles are almost
the same such that the vertical displacement projected to line of sight has the same magnitude for both
orbits. The east-west component of displacement projects to the lines of sight of the two orbits with
opposite signs. Potentially this could cause a split in the combined curve, but there is no clear evidence
of such an effect. This is presumably because the projection of the east-west component is small as the
spatial median is taken over the area of strongest displacement: horizontal movement of the surface is
towards the maximum of subsidence and displacements to the east balance out with those to the west
in average. To this combined time series, a model based on cavern pressures is fitted in the second step.
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Since we did not have detailed information about the cavern pressures of the Epe cavern field,
as only averaged pressure data from one operator have been available, we use information from
the AGSI [38] on filling levels of gas caverns as a surrogate for pressure. From the AGSI website,
filling level time series that reach back sufficiently far are available for two companies and natural
gases of types H and L. These comprise 59 of the 76 gas filled caverns. Filling levels are broken down
corresponding to company and content and are not available for individual caverns.
A comparison of the time series of filling levels of the caverns with the average InSAR signal
derived in the first step shows no simple match. A time shift of approximately 100 days is observed
between operational changes of the gas volumes inside the caverns and the supposedly pressure driven
variations in the InSAR time series (Figure 2a). We attribute this delay to the visco-elastic behavior
of the salt layer wherein the caverns are embedded [39]. To account for this, we employed a simple
Kelvin-Voigt-body, that consists of a parallel arrangement of an elastic element with Young’s modulus
E and a viscous element with viscosity η. The constitutive equation for this body (cp. (13.29), p. 690
in [17]) that relates stress σ with strain ε is
σ = E·ε+ η·
.
ε (1)
Replacing stress σ with the pressure difference pcavern(t) − pcavern(t0) and assuming ε(t0) = 0 the
equation is solved by the delayed pressure function











The subscript indicates that ptop is the pressure at salt top from where it is propagated elastically
to the surface. To obtain a model curve, it has been assumed
pcavern = α1,H· f1,H + α1,L· f1,L + α2,H· f2,H + α2,L· f2,L, (3)
with filling levels f∗,∗ of natural gases of types H and L in the caverns of the two companies for
which suitable data have been available as above. The coefficients α∗,∗ are unknown. Optimizing of
retardation time ηE and coefficients α∗,∗ constrained to be positive leads to a model curve mpres(t) that
fits the average signal gained from InSAR reasonably well. mpres(t) describes the response of the
observed phases with respect to variations of the filling levels of the caverns. It differs from ptop(t) by a
factor that scales between pressure and InSAR phases. This factor is estimated in Section 2.2.2 using
the physics that are implemented in the Mogi model.
As retardation time 84 days was determined from optimization. Assuming an elastic modulus
E = 25·109 Pa, a viscosity of η̂ = 1.81·1017 Pa·s results, which both are plausible values for a salt body
(see [39], Tables 5.4, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.18 and references given there; The values of E given in [39] for different
types of salt vary between 10·109 Pa and 37·109 Pa). Figure 2a shows the InSAR signal, the fitted
temporal model and the linear combination of the time series of filling levels using the coefficients
obtained by optimization. The quality of the fit is good up to the last two months. The reason why it
deteriorates during this period is not known to us. A possible cause could be that the assumption
that filling levels of a subset of caverns are able to describe the pressures of all gas filled caverns is no
longer adequate.
The model for seasonal displacement was as well generated with help of a preliminary StaMPS
result. In this case, points displaying significant seasonal phase variations were manually selected.
A phase model a + b·t + c·mpres(t) being a linear combination of constant, linear trend and pressure
response was fitted to the time series of each of these points and subtracted in order to obtain residual
seasonal signals that do not contain contributions of the other components. In order to be insensitive
to unwrapping errors and outliers in general, the spatial average (median) over all residual time
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series was calculated. That way average seasonal phase time series for both orbits were obtained.
Combined, they form a new time series with values for all acquisition times of both orbits. This time
series still contains some outliers caused by unwrapping errors in some interferograms that affected
whole groups of points. Therefore, robust locally weighted quadratic regression (RLOESS) in a moving
window of length 15 acquisitions was applied in order to prevent that the outliers influence the
model significantly. This means that inside the moving window a quadratic polynomial is fitted to
the time series using robust iterative reweighting. In order to preserve the pronounced shape of the
signal the regression was performed separately inside the four intervals defined by the three peaks.
Figure 2b shows the InSAR signal and the fitted seasonal model.
It has to be remarked, that we did not use observed time series of groundwater measurements to
model the seasonal phase constituent. The reason is that well level variations are often representative
for local areas only, and even well levels in immediate vicinity may give significantly differing results.
Additionally, a time delay between the response of the surface layers to water input and the water
level of a certain well has to be expected. To account for that, diffusion models should have been
implemented. We did not do this because we don’t have enough information about the governing
hydraulic parameters that are supposed to exhibit strong spatial variations. In Section 3.1, we compare
INSAR-derived seasonal displacements over a fen in the western part of the cavern field with water
level variations of the surrounding wells (cf. Figure 1). Although the levels partly show marked
differences to our seasonal model, the general agreement is good which indicates that the model
is plausible.
2.2.2. Modelling Used for Orbit Combination
For orbit combination, a simplistic model for the spatial pattern of surface displacements is
employed that will be called Multi-Mogi model in this paper. It assumes that each cavern is surrounded
by a spherical salt mantel with a thickness of 75 m. The uppermost point of the salt sphere coincides
with top salt at the position of a certain cavern. The salt spheres act as pressure or volume sources
embedded in an elastic halfspace, often called “Mogi” sources in honor of [37]. The pressure at the
outside of the salt spheres is given by ptop(t), which is related to the pressure variation in the interior of
the caverns according to equations (1) and (2). Thus, the model employs an elastic part, governed by
the Mogi approach, and a visco-elastic component governed by the Kelvin-Voigt body. We further
assume that the surface deformation pattern results from the linear superposition of the contributions
of each cavern. For simplicity, we use the term “cavern” to denote the composite pressure source in
the following.
The elastic contribution of a cavern situated at (xc, yc) in depth dc at coordinates (x, y) to surface

















2 + (y− yc)
2 + dc2 (5)
And dc = sc − ac, where sc denotes top salt (having negative sign), and ac = 75m + rc is the radius
of a sphere of salt with a spherical cavern of radius rc in its center (cp. Figure 3). rc is the “virtual”
radius of the cavern calculated from the cavern volume under the assumption that it is spherical.
In reality, caverns are irregularly formed and rather of cylindrical or ellipsoidal shape. The assumption
that the top of the spherical cavern is located 75 m below top salt is somewhat arbitrary, as we don’t
know the exact vertical positions of the caverns in the salt layer. Positions, values of top salt and
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volumes of the caverns were provided by the project partners. For the elastic half space an elastic
modulus E = 30·109 Pa and a Poisson ration ν = 0.25 have been chosen, because values for the cap
rock at Epe are not known to us. As a consequence of the big diversity of values of E for cap rock,
this number is even less reliable as that assumed for the salt. As a final remark, it should be pointed
out that the uncertainty regarding the assumed values of Young’s modulus E has no influence on
the results from InSAR as they always occur as E times estimated parameter, where the estimated
parameter is not interpreted on its own. The Mogi model is used here to describe two components of
the displacement field: either for the parameters of the linear component of the displacement model or
of the pressure response. In the case of the linear component it is assumed that all caverns converge
with the same rate. This means only one parameter plin is assumed to be unknown (describing volume
change with time t) and has to be determined such that the projections to LOS of the displacement




approximate optimally the linear model component for both orbits and all points found by InSAR
processing (C denotes the set of all caverns). According to the Mogi [37] formalism, plin is related to a
continuous volume loss Vlin of the spherical pressure source:
plin =
Vlin·E
a3c ·π·2(1 + ν)
(7)
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center, sc top salt, ac radius of salt sphere, rc cavern radius).
Optimization gives annual volumetric convergence rates of the order of 1%, which are quite realistic.
In case of the pressure response, only gas containing caverns are assumed to contribute and
displacement is proportional to the pressure on the surface of the salt sphere, which is obtained from
cavern pressure according to Equation (2). The pressure in all these caverns is assumed to be the same
at all times. Displacement at coordinates (x, y) at time t as described by the Multi-Mogi model is
obtained as
Dpres(x, y, t) = ptop(t)·
∑
c∈C(pres)
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As above mpres is the model for the pressure response and C(pres) denotes the set of all
gas filled caverns. The parameter ppres is determined such that the projections to LOS of Dpres
approximate optimally the component of the pressure response for both orbits and all points found by
InSAR processing.
The parameter ppres estimated for the pressure response allows to guess the difference ∆Pmax of
the maximal cavern pressure to the pressure P0 corresponding to filling level zero (unknown to us).
To this end we calculate the pressure difference





effecting elastically the maximal displacement [37], i.e., the difference between maximum and minimum
of the displacement signal. The cavern pressure is proportional to the amount of gas in the cavern
according to the Van der Waals equation for constant temperature. Temperatures in the depth of the
caverns can be assumed to be constant on average. If it is assumed that the weighted average fcavern
of known filling levels (with sum of weights equal one) is a good approximation of the actual filling
levels, then the cavern pressure can be expressed as
pcavern = ∆Pmax· fcavern + P0 = ∆Pmax·
α̂1,H· f1,H + α̂1,L· f1,L + α̂2,H· f2,H + α̂2,L· f2,L
α̂1,H + α̂1,L + α̂2,H + α̂2,L
+ P0 (10)
























From (9) and (11) the guess of ∆Pmax can be calculated. Anticipating the result, ∆Pmax = 5.3·106 Pa is
obtained, which probably is at the lower end of the real pressure values. Nevertheless, the order of
magnitude is reasonable which indicates that the simplistic model is physically plausible.
2.2.3. InSAR Methodology
The InSAR processing runs through three principal steps: 1. Coregistration and interferogram
formation with ESAs Sentinel-1 Toolbox; 2. DS pre-processing following the paradigm of SqueeSAR;
3. Joint processing of DS and PS with a modified and augmented version of StaMPS 3.3b1.
Coregistration and interferogram formation are standard Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP)
functionality and are not further discussed here.
In order to jointly process DS and PS with StaMPS two principal algorithmic changes have been
performed: 1. The introduction of DS pre-processing as a new component, which estimates for each
pixel a complex signal that in case of good quality can be used like that of a PS in an arbitrary PS
algorithm. 2. The modification of the pixel selection step of StaMPS, where is decided which points
are kept for further processing. This comprises assessing the quality of DS and PS signals and also
deciding if the DS or PS signal shall be used in case both are of good quality.
The basic concept for pre-processing of DS stems from the SqueeSAR paper [18] and consists of
grouping for each pixel a statistical homogeneous neighborhood, estimating the covariance matrix
and DS signal estimation. Since the introduction of SqueeSAR, a multitude of approaches has been
developed to perform these tasks e.g., [40–46], for a review see [19]. For the results presented in this
work the following methods were applied: The approach of [44] was used for the grouping step.
It consists of signal transformation, outlier removal based on the adjusted boxplot, and application of
the one-sample t-test. The one-sample t-test was applied with significance level 0.99. From each pixel
in the neighborhood up to eight outliers were allowed to be removed (the investigated stacks comprise
86 and 118 acquisitions). Pixels with more outliers were discarded. The covariance was estimated as a
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3D-version of the sample covariance matrix (outlying values are set to zero). The square roots of its
diagonal values serve as amplitudes of the DS signal. The phases of the DS signal were estimated with
phase triangulation coherence maximization [19,47], which is for small neighborhoods more reliable
than the maximum likelihood estimator derived in [48].
A distinctive feature of the approach used for this work is that the decision between alternative use
of DS or PS signal is made at an early stage before the pixel selection step of StaMPS. The motivation for
this proceeding derives from the design of the pixel selection step: those pixels are retained that possess
small residuals compared to a background phase obtained by spatial filtering. As the reliability of the
background phase depends on the availability of high quality pixels, it is plausible to combine DS and
PS right from the start. The drawback is that this means to abstain from the use of the residual phases
as a characteristic of quality for deciding between the use of DS or PS signals. Therefore, in order to
make this decision, a newly developed criterion based on the difference between amplitude dispersion
of the DS signal and of the PS signal is applied [20]. The approach of spatially filtering DS and PS
separately and then deciding based on the residuals has been employed by [40]. A comparison between
both approaches has not yet been done. Figure 4a gives a flowchart of the approach used for this
work. The characteristics used are amplitude dispersion DPSA for the PS signal, amplitude dispersion




A of amplitude dispersions, the number of pixels
#Ω of the neighborhood of the DS, phase triangulation coherence γpt and the temporal coherence
γsel calculated from the residuals with respect to the background phase. T∗ denotes thresholds for
the different characteristics (for more details see [20]). For this study the settings were TDPSA
= 0.45,
TDDSA
= 0.45, T∆DA = 0.0, T#Ω = 20, Tγpt = 0.45, and Tγsel = 0.8.
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Furthermore, the iteratively repeated steps of phase unwrapping, estimation of spatially correlated
look angle error (scla), and estimation of spatially correlated noise (scn) of StaMPS had to be modified
because of the strong gradients of the deformation field and leakage of signal into the scn term.
These changes concern the arrangement of corrections for already estimated error terms done in the
algorithmic steps depending on the iteration step (Table 1 gives an overview). In particular, as the most
significant modification the estimation of a phase model that is either estimated during the unwrapping
step from wrapped phase (this is explained in the next paragraph) or during the scn estimation step
from unwrapped phase (indicated in Table 1 by w or uw) is newly introduced. In Table 1 the last
four columns correspond to terms that are estimated during processing. The spatially uncorrelated
look angle error (sucla) has been estimated earlier after joint spatial filtering from the wrapped phase.
The other three are estimated during iterations. An entry in any of these columns indicates that the
phase is corrected for this term before the algorithmic step is performed. The particularities of the
scheme are based on the following considerations:
1. The model is estimated from wrapped phase immediately before phase unwrapping during
iteration 2, when other error terms have been removed for the first time and do no longer heavily
influence the estimation.
2. At the end of iteration 2 during estimation of scn, the unwrapping result may be considered
relatively stable because it was determined from a corrected phase. Hence the model is estimated
for the first time from unwrapped phase after the other error terms have been removed (scla and
starting from iteration 4 also scn of the iteration before).
3. After the model has been estimated from the unwrapped phase this estimate is used for correction
before phase unwrapping.
4. A second important improvement is the iterative refinement of scn. This is done for the first time
in iteration 4, as in iteration 3 the estimation of the model proved stable and hence scn of iteration
3 does no longer contain leaked signal.
5. Estimation of scla is done without refinement although this could be considered for scenes with
significant topography.
Table 1. Overview of corrections done during iterative estimation.
Iteration Step Sucla 1 Scla 2 Scn 3 Model
1 Phase unwrapping x
Estimation of scla
Estimation of scn x
2 Phase unwrapping x x x w
Estimation of scla x w
Phase unwrapping x x x w
Estimation of scla x w
Estimation of scn x uw
3 Phase unwrapping x x x uw
Estimation of scla x uw
Estimation of scn x uw
4 Phase unwrapping x x x uw
Estimation of scla x uw
Estimation of scn x x uw
5 Phase unwrapping x x x uw
Estimation of scla x x uw
Estimation of scn x x uw
1 spatially uncorrelated look angle error, 2 spatially correlated look angle error, 3 spatially correlated noise.
As said above, the most significant modification is the introduction of the model. During iteration
2 it is estimated from the wrapped phase. Before unwrapping, already known error terms from the
first iteration are subtracted from phase. Between this preparative step and the call of the unwrapping
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algorithm, this estimation step has been newly inserted. It performs a parameter space search for a
phase model. Those parameters are selected which maximize the temporal coherence of the residuals.
The phase model for the gas deposit assumes a linear combination of linear trend, pressure response
and seasonal movement and is subtracted from the wrapped phase before unwrapping starts. After the
unwrapping algorithm has terminated, the modeled phase is added to its result.
In order to make this step reliable several improvements have been added:
1. As the runtime of a parameter space search increases exponentially with its dimension the model
parameters are only determined for the points inside a window that has been defined beforehand.
2. In order to avoid unwrapping problems near the window frame a smooth transition between the
modelled phase in the inside and zero on the outside is enforced.
3. To prevent that badly estimated parameters influence unwrapping negatively, the parameters are
spatially filtered.
4. Spatially correlated noise generally will be significant during early iterations. Therefore,
a sub-window has been defined, that serves as reference area. The mean phase of the points in
this window are subtracted from wrapped phase before the model parameters are determined.
2.2.4. Orbit Combination
As DS and PS lie scattered and do not coincide for different orbits the two outputs of StaMPS
have to be interpolated to common positions for the purpose of orbit combination. Likewise, times of
acquisition do not agree, which makes temporal interpolation necessary. Unfortunately, interpolation
and filtering tend to attenuate the estimated signal, particularly in the presence of noise. In this
situation, the a priori knowledge about the deformation process that is reflected in the Multi-Mogi
model described in Section 2.2.2 might potentially be used to preserve better the underlying signal.
Hence orbit combination was implemented in two ways that are explained in the sequel. Before doing
so, the principal steps of orbit combination are described:
1. Definition of a grid to which values shall be interpolated (Gauß-Krüger coordinates and cells of
100 m times 100 m were used). As it makes sense to process only grid cells that contain points
from both orbits their size has been chosen in a way that almost all points fall in such relevant
grid cells.
2. For each grid cell and both orbits a mean incidence angle was calculated by averaging over the
values for the points lying in the cell.
3. Kriging filtering [49] is used to interpolate for each acquisition and orbit the values of the
displacement time series to the relevant grid cells.
4. Time series of each orbit were filtered with robust quadratic regression in a moving window (of
length 9 acquisitions) to remove any outliers left. Acquisitions outside the overlap of the two
series were discarded. The period between 5 February 2015 and 21 December 2017 remained.
5. The linear equation system for orbit combination for each point and using the interpolated time
series was solved in an analogous way as was done by [50].
This basic version of orbit combination uses the displacement time series from StaMPS. In order
to generate the results in the next section, a more complex approach has been adopted (Figure 4b gives
a flowchart). A parametric linear model consisting of constant, linear trend, pressure response and
seasonal movement was fitted to the displacement time series. This way they were split in a modeled
part and an unmodeled residual. Steps 3 to 5 were modified accordingly: (a) for the unmodeled
residual they have been performed as before; (b) for the modeled part kriging filtering has been applied
to the parameters and the transformation from LOS to vertical and east-west component has been
performed separately for them, which has the advantage to preserve the decomposition in the different
components thus allowing to investigate them separately. The algorithm used for kriging filtering of
the parameters is different for two of them. For all parameters the assumption of a constant drift is
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clearly not valid. Therefore, the use of ordinary kriging is not recommendable, while using universal
kriging is a potential alternative. To apply universal kriging a model for the drift is required. We do
not have one for all parameters. The first parameter is not relevant for displacement analysis and
appears to represent not removed master atmosphere. Hence it does not need extra care and ordinary
kriging has been applied. The second and third parameter are related to the geophysical behavior
of the deposit. For these two parameters models for the drift have been constructed with help of the
Multi-Mogi model and universal kriging has been performed. The fourth parameter has been filtered
preliminary with ordinary kriging despite the named objection, as a model for the drift has not yet
been devised. We will refer to this method as “geometric” for brevity.
Alternative to universal kriging filtering for the second and third parameter and transforming
the result to vertical and horizontal coordinates a second approach was tested. For each of the two
displacement parameters the parameters of the Multi-Mogi model were estimated by optimizing
for both orbits at the same time the fit to the LOS displacement parameter values at their original,




∣∣∣∣∣∣pasclin (x, y) − plin·Aasc(x, y)· ∑c∈C Mc(x, y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + ∑
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∣∣∣∣∣∣pdesclin (x, y) − plin·Adesc(x, y)· ∑c∈C Mc(x, y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣2 (12)
Here Rasc and Rdesc are the sets of pixels from the two InSAR results for which the estimated model
parameters pasclin (x, y) or p
desc
lin (x, y) are bigger than some threshold. A
asc(x, y) and Adesc(x, y) are the
vectors that project displacements according to the Multi-Mogi model to line of sight of each of the
orbits. The value of ppres is determined analogously. With the obtained parameters of the Multi-Mogi
model the displacement parameters in vertical and horizontal direction at arbitrary positions can be
calculated. We will refer to this method as “Multi-Mogi”.
Furthermore, it has to be remarked that the procedure of estimating the parameters of the
Multi-Mogi model differed for the two parameters. plin describes the subsidence caused by convergence
of the caverns. Therefore, all caverns contribute to the deformation, although not necessarily to the
same degree. On the other hand, ppres describes the magnitude of the response to pressure changes in
gas filled caverns. It is assumed that caverns filled with liquids do not contribute to this component of
the displacement signal and consequentially these caverns are not included in the model in this case.
Finally, points with big value of the parameter of the seasonal component have been masked out in
order to prevent any adverse effects on the estimation because of correlation of the model for pressure
induced displacement with the seasonal model.
3. Results
Data from both orbits have been processed with DS-preprocessing and the augmented StaMPS
algorithm. A four dimensional linear phase model has been fitted to each time series of the results.
3.1. Joint Processing of DS and PS
Figure 5 displays the model parameters estimated for both orbits. On the left hand side results
from ascending orbit are shown and on the right hand side those of descending orbit. From top to
bottom linear trend, pressure response and seasonal signal are given. The color code for the linear
trend expresses mm/y and negative values indicate subsidence. For the other two parameters the
maximal displacement in mm is depicted, i.e., the difference between maximum and minimum of the
signal. Significant linear trends can be observed over the whole cavern field. Apparently all caverns
suffer from convergence and contribute to the signal. The other two components of the displacement
signal express differently in the western part and in the eastern part. In the western part, the majority
of liquid filled caverns is situated and a fen can be found that is displayed by a brownish color in the
background map (cp. Figure 1). In the eastern part, gas filled caverns dominate (cp. Figure 1). As one
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would expect, surface movements modeled by the pressure response occur over the eastern part of the
cavern field, where gas is stored. Seasonal movements, on the other hand, are restricted to a fen in the
western part of the cavern field. We demonstrate below that the seasonal movements are presumably
caused by groundwater level changes. The presence of horizontal movements can be recognized for
linear trends and, less distinctly, for displacements with pressure changes, e.g., the areas of strongest
displacement appear to be different. The points with significant seasonal signal in the fen are all DS and
no information was available in this area from a reference result generated with StaMPS using only PS.
It is noteworthy that these points extend the usable information on convergence and pressure response
to this area (cp. also Figures 12 and 13). The related case of using InSAR to determine displacements
of pasture on drained peat soils was demonstrated to be a challenging task [51,52], but the authors
predicted that the 6-day repeat pass of Sentinel-1 might improve the situation. The use of Sentinel-1
and the presence of structures caused by peat cutting might have contributed to a successful evaluation
of the DS signals in this work. Figure 6 displays as indicator of pixel quality the root mean square (RMS)
of the residual phases for each point for both orbits. Residual phase means here phase of the final result
minus modelled phase. The residual phase comprises non-compensated errors (e.g., white noise) and
the not modelled signal. The latter presumably gives a partial explanation for the high values of RMS
over the fen, because the actual highly irregular seasonal signal supposedly deviates from its model.
Figure 7 displays two time series of levels of groundwater measurements (GWM) taken in the fen
area together with the mean detrended displacement signals of nearby DS of both orbits (the InSAR
signals have been scaled to match the groundwater levels). A good correlation between groundwater
levels and surface movements detected by InSAR is evident. However, a small time delay between
InSAR and GWM is visible that might be explained by the time the water needs to seep to the location
of GWM after rain.
3.2. Orbit Combination
In this section results obtained after orbit combination are presented. As explained in Section 2.2.4
orbit combination was performed by two different methods to which is referred as geometric or
Multi-Mogi in the following. In order to assess the quality of the different approaches orbit combinations
have been done at those coordinates, where levelling data are available. This is different from the
purpose of obtaining displacement fields as presented below, where the combination is done for those
cells of a raster that contains information from both orbits. As a characteristic of quality the standard
deviation σ between InSAR time series and levelling has been calculated at each coordinate. To do so,
some assumptions were made. Levelling measurements were performed each year between middle of
May and middle of July. It is not possible to assign a precise point of time to measurements. Hence σ
was calculated by interpolating the InSAR displacement time series to the 15th of June of each year.
Furthermore, data from some of the levelling locations were not used. These either comprise only
two values or are not consistent with nearby measurements. For the latter a comparison with InSAR
results does not make sense as this requires interpolation to the positions of the levelling points and
cannot capture local peculiarities. This way 517 of 548 levelling points were retained and used for
the comparison. Figure 8 shows the color coded values of σ for the two investigated approaches.
The results on the left-hand side use geometric orbit combination, those on the right-hand side the
Multi-Mogi approach. Both comparisons show deviations between InSAR result and levelling at
two regions, where the approximately north-south running levelling line leaves the subsidence bowl.
Deviations for those using the Multi-Mogi approach are less severe. Two points with large deviation
between the geometric approach and levelling stand out, while Multi-Mogi is not sensitive to estimation
errors affecting single points by design and provides good results. This is confirmed by the histograms
of differences between InSAR and levelling in Figure 9. The distinct negative bias observed for the
geometric approach is a bit surprising as it means that the deformation measured by InSAR is stronger
than that measured by levelling. Partially, it can be explained by the spatial arrangement of PS and Ds
on the one hand and levelling points on the other. The larger portion of the points showing significant
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differences are situated along the road south of the cavern field. North of the road is the area of
strongest subsidence, which is well covered by InSAR, while south of the road an area without InSAR
points abuts. Hence, kriging uses predominately points with subsidence rates higher than measured
by levelling to interpolate InSAR results to levelling positions. Another source of error is the ignorance
of the north component of displacement for the geometric approach. To get an idea of the order of its
consequences this error has been calculated based on the north component estimated with Multi-Mogi
(Figure 10). It has 0.08 mm/y bias and 1.3 mm/y standard deviation. From this it appears that it does
not significantly influence the bias and merely increases the standard deviation notably.
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Figure 11 shows the vertical displacement for some time series for each of the approaches
together with the model curves estimated and levelling. The model curves are a combination of three
components: linear subsidence, pressure induced and seasonal displacement. The given value of σ
is calculated for Multi-Mogi and is intended to convey a visual impression of the significance of the
deviation that goes along with the value of σ. Figure 11d is an example where the non-modeled signal
contains valuable information at locations, where the model does not fit perfectly to the time series.
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There are also cases where a larger deviation possibly is due to inaccuracies of levelling.
Figure 11e shows a suspected case.
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Figure 10. Error of vertical displacement because of ignorance of north-south component.
Figure 12 shows the linear vertical displacement rate estimated from the time series generated with
the Multi-Mogi approach, where data have been interpolated to a raster. Linear rates for levelling points
are displayed as crosses in the same color scale. Both data sets blend nicely, what demonstrates again
the good agreement between results from Multi-Mogi and levelling measurements. It is clearly seen
that the DS located at the fen carry relevant information about the convergence process of the caverns
and thereby contribute to a spatially dense displacement field that could not have been obtained from
PS alone. However, Multi-Mogi does not capture as well the horizontal displacement field as it does
the vertical as indicates a comparison with the geometric approach. The first row of Figure 13 shows
linear displacement rates in vertical and east-west direction estimated from the time series generated
with geometric orbit combination. The second row shows the corresponding results generated with the
Multi-Mogi approach. The horizontal displacement extends far into the surroundings of the deposit
and appears blurred in comparison with the result of the geometric combination.
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Figure 13. Linear displacement rates transformed to vertical and east-west direction. First row from
geometric orbit combin tion, second row with Multi-Mog approach.
Finally, Figure 14 displays for geometric orbit combination the vertical and east-west component
of the parameters for the ressure r sponse and the seasonal signal. The pressure signal which is
related to deeply situated sources, has a large spatial dimension in both components. In contrast to
this, the seasonal effect is restri ted to the vertical component i the immediate vicinity of the fen,
which indic tes that the wat r-driven deformation takes lace only in the uppermost soil layers.
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4. Discussion
The results presented in Section 3 demonstrate that multi-temporal InSAR techniques using
Sentinel-1 data allow obtaining valuable information about complex surface displacement fields
as that of the underground storage at Epe. The InSAR derived displacements are in reasonable
agreement with levelling data for geometric orbit combination and in good agreement for the
Multi-Mogi approach. They complement levelling with information from additional locations and
deliver horizontal movements. In particular, a high temporal sampling is possible that is difficult to
achieve with levelling. The successful analysis has been made possible by combining StaMPS with
DS pre-processing and introducing a displacement model that improved unwrapping as well as orbit
combination. DS allow to extract information also in areas, where no PS are available, in particular
over the fen in the western part of the cavern field. In this way a more complete description of the
displacement field is obtained.
The displacement model, in addition to its benefits for processing, helps in interpreting
the observations by decomposing the displacement signal in physically founded constituents.
Although direct access to absolute pressure data from each cavern was not given, the high correlations
of InSAR time series with the modeled pressure response based on filling levels of AGSI as a pressure
surrogate and on assuming propagation through a visco-elastic medium, suggests that the proposed
causal relationship exists and operational pressure changes in the caverns are accompanied by surface
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displacements of up to ± 6 mm. The presented model driven approach facilitates a clear separation of
the pressure related displacements from ground water induced surface movements.
The InSAR based results also exhibit some shortcomings. The results of the geometric approach
for the vertical and east-west component of displacement suffer from ignorance of the north-south
component but still are reasonable. The observed bias between InSAR and levelling can be explained
partially by the required interpolation. On the other hand, the Multi-Mogi approach captures
vertical displacement well. However, it does overestimate the magnitude of horizontal displacement.
This shortcoming presumably can be accounted for by the following two arguments:
1. As already discussed above, the geophysical situation is simplistically modelled. In particular,
the model assumes that the caverns each are in the center of a salt sphere while in reality the salt
is deposited as an approximately horizontal layer. We also deliberated if the elongated shape of
the caverns in vertical direction might cause a bigger ratio between magnitude of vertical and
horizontal displacement than is predicted by the Mogi model, but because of their depth of more
than 1000 m this likely has no influence.
2. The values of the incidence angles may at least partially explain that the Multi-Mogi estimation is
less influenced by horizontal displacement and performs better for vertical displacement.
Future research might help to resolve these shortcomings. A better modeling of the geophysical
realities potentially can provide good estimation of vertical as well as of horizontal displacement.
Finally, repeating this study with data from a longer period would serve to validate the approach
presented here.
5. Conclusions
In this study the complex displacement field over the cavern storage site at Epe, NW-Germany,
was investigated. The temporal behavior of each point could be modeled as linear combination of three
components: linear subsidence caused by cavern convergence, displacement responding to pressure
changes in the gas filled caverns and a seasonal movement over a fen that shows a good correlation
with groundwater measurements. In order to achieve the presented results, simplistic geomechanical
modelling of the temporal signal, improvements of InSAR processing and component-wise orbit
combination were introduced.
1. Geomechanical modelling provided the temporal model for displacements responding to pressure
changes in the gas filled caverns. While for reservoirs in elastic media the displacements are
directly proportional to pressure changes of the gas, pressure signals passing through a viscos
medium (salt) experience a retardation that can be described by equation (2). The presented
approach is to the best of our knowledge the first, where such a model is derived for the use with
InSAR for caverns situated in salt.
2. StaMPS needed to be improved in several ways for dealing with the challenging displacement field
at Epe. The possibility to use a phase model was implemented in order to support unwrapping
and to enhance signal filtering. Furthermore, the iterative estimation scheme of StaMPS was
refined, what prevents leakage of the displacement signal to the spatially correlated noise term.
In addition, joint processing of PS and DS as recently introduced in [20] was applied. The results
presented in this study confirm the validity of the approach of [20]. In particular, the DS allowed
to extend observations to the fen in the western part of the storage site, where no information
was available with PS alone.
3. A novelty of the orbit combination implemented for this study is that the different components
of the phase model are combined separately. This allowed for a better understanding of the
phenomena that contribute to the displacement field. We named this approach geometric
orbit combination.
In addition, a method that allows to perform an orbit combination based on simplistic
geomechanical modelling of the spatial displacement field was presented. It treats caverns as
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Mogi sources, whose volume changes because of convergence lead to linear subsidence and whose
pressure changes result in the pressure induced displacement. The model assumes for each of these
two components one unknown parameter that is estimated such that the projections to line of sight
for both orbits optimally approximate the orbit-wise estimations. We named this approach Multi
Mogi approach.
The vertical components of the estimated displacements were validated with data from 517 levelling
points available over the storage site. The agreement of linear trends of vertical displacement from
geometric orbit combination and levelling was reasonable (root mean square 3.41 mm/y). The agreement
of linear trends of vertical displacement from the Multi Mogi approach and levelling was very good
(root mean square 2.39 mm/y). Unfortunately, the Multi Mogi approach overestimated the east-west
component of displacement. This may be due to insufficient knowledge of physical parameters or
imperfections of the model itself and deserves further investigation.
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